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The Prisoner's Key
This book is also available in the ASSASSINS GUILD BOX SET. By purchasing the set, you
get 4 books at a lower price than you would buying them individually. Elizabethan England: He
was the last man she needed, but the only one she wanted. Orlando Holt has never
assassinated a woman before. The lovely, feisty Lady Lynden will be his first. She's supposed
to be a vicious murderess, but when Orlando begins to have doubts, he sets out to discover
the identity of the person who hired him. What he learns will turn his world upside down, and
propel him headlong into love with a woman who is immune to his charms. Twice widowed by
the age of twenty-four, Lady Susanna Lynden has had enough of charming men. Her last
husband knew all the right things to say to get her to the marriage bed…then made her life
miserable. Money may be scarce and her house falling down around her, but the exotic fruit
from her orange trees will keep poverty away. Except someone is thwarting her at every turn.
Someone who may even want her dead.

Her Majesty's Necromancer
Heart Burn
This powerful and lyrical debut novel is to Syria what The Kite Runner was to Afghanistan; the
story of two girls living eight hundred years apart—a modern-day Syrian refugee seeking safety
and an adventurous mapmaker’s apprentice—“perfectly aligns with the cultural moment” (The
Providence Journal) and “shows how interconnected two supposedly opposing worlds can be”
(The New York Times Book Review). This “beguiling” (Seattle Times) and stunning novel
begins in the summer of 2011. Nour has just lost her father to cancer, and her mother moves
Nour and her sisters from New York City back to Syria to be closer to their family. In order to
keep her father’s spirit alive as she adjusts to her new home, Nour tells herself their favorite
story—the tale of Rawiya, a twelfth-century girl who disguised herself as a boy in order to
apprentice herself to a famous mapmaker. But the Syria Nour’s parents knew is changing, and
it isn’t long before the war reaches their quiet Homs neighborhood. When a shell destroys
Nour’s house and almost takes her life, she and her family are forced to choose: stay and risk
more violence or flee across seven countries of the Middle East and North Africa in search of
safety—along the very route Rawiya and her mapmaker took eight hundred years before in their
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quest to chart the world. As Nour’s family decides to take the risk, their journey becomes more
and more dangerous, until they face a choice that could mean the family will be separated
forever. Following alternating timelines and a pair of unforgettable heroines coming of age in
perilous times, The Map of Salt and Stars is the “magical and heart-wrenching” (Christian
Science Monitor) story of one girl telling herself the legend of another and learning that, if you
listen to your own voice, some things can never be lost.

The Golden Specific
A young man's destined quest becomes a dance with the devil in a mesmerizing retelling of the
Faust legend by the bestselling author of the Hangman's Daughter Tales series. It's the
fifteenth century and only heretics are curious about the universe. Germany, 1494. Born under
a rare alignment of the stars, Johann Georg Gerlach, "the lucky one" to his mother--is fated for
greatness. But Johann's studies and wonder at the sky have made him suspect. Especially in
wake of the child disappearances that have left the God-fearing locals trembling and his one
true love trapped in terrified catatonia. Her only words: "I have seen the devil" Banished from
Knittlingen as cursed, Johann crosses paths with Tonio del Moravia. The traveling fortuneteller and master of the arcane arts recognizes something extraordinary in the wanderer.
Taking Johann under his wing, Tonio promises a new world of knowledge and sensations. But
with it comes a sinister web of deception and a chilling prophecy. The stars are set to align
again. Now Johann must draw on the skills of his apprenticeship to solve the dark mystery that
grips his village in fear and the deepening mystery of his own destiny.

The Imposter's Inheritance
India Steele is desperate. Her father is dead, her fiancé took her inheritance, and no one will
employ her, despite years working for her watchmaker father. Indeed, the other London
watchmakers seem frightened of her. Alone, poor, and at the end of her tether, India takes
employment with the only person who'll accept her - an enigmatic and mysterious man from
America. A man who possesses a strange watch that rejuvenates him when he's ill. Matthew
Glass must find a particular watchmaker, but he won't tell India why any old one won't do. Nor
will he tell her what he does back home, and how he can afford to stay in a house in one of
London's best streets. So when she reads about an American outlaw known as the Dark Rider
arriving in England, she suspects Mr. Glass is the fugitive. When danger comes to their door,
she's certain of it. But if she notifies the authorities, she'll find herself unemployed and
homeless again - and she will have betrayed the man who saved her life. With a cast of quirky
characters, an intriguing mystery, and a dash of romance, THE WATCHMAKER'S DAUGHTER
is the start of a thrilling new historical fantasy series from the author of the bestselling Ministry
of Curiosities, Freak House, and Emily Chambers Spirit Medium books.

The Painter’s Apprentice
Who or what is Endymion Spring? A power for good, or for evil . . . A legendary book that holds
the secret to a world of knowledge . . . A young boy without a voice – whose five-hundred-yearold story is about to explode in the twenty-first century . . . Set in present-day Oxford and
Germany at the dawn of printing, one magical book sets two boys’ worlds alight – bringing
them unimaginable danger, excitement and power . . . Skelton's brilliant literary debut.
Powerfully gripping, a perfect, magical read for teenagers and adults alike.
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The Glass Sentence
"Hazard notice: contains military grade profantiy"--Back cover.

The Vine Witch
This powerful and lyrical debut novel is to Syria what The Kite Runner was to Afghanistan; the
story of two girls living eight hundred years apart—a modern-day Syrian refugee seeking safety
and an adventurous mapmaker’s apprentice—“perfectly aligns with the cultural moment” (The
Providence Journal) and “shows how interconnected two supposedly opposing worlds can be”
(The New York Times Book Review). This “beguiling” (Seattle Times) and stunning novel
begins in the summer of 2011. Nour has just lost her father to cancer, and her mother moves
Nour and her sisters from New York City back to Syria to be closer to their family. In order to
keep her father’s spirit alive as she adjusts to her new home, Nour tells herself their favorite
story—the tale of Rawiya, a twelfth-century girl who disguised herself as a boy in order to
apprentice herself to a famous mapmaker. But the Syria Nour’s parents knew is changing, and
it isn’t long before the war reaches their quiet Homs neighborhood. When a shell destroys
Nour’s house and almost takes her life, she and her family are forced to choose: stay and risk
more violence or flee across seven countries of the Middle East and North Africa in search of
safety—along the very route Rawiya and her mapmaker took eight hundred years before in their
quest to chart the world. As Nour’s family decides to take the risk, their journey becomes more
and more dangerous, until they face a choice that could mean the family will be separated
forever. Following alternating timelines and a pair of unforgettable heroines coming of age in
perilous times, The Map of Salt and Stars is the “magical and heart-wrenching” (Christian
Science Monitor) story of one girl telling herself the legend of another and learning that, if you
listen to your own voice, some things can never be lost.

Star Witch
Victorian London: For five years, Charlotte (Charlie) Holloway has lived as a boy in the slums.
But when one theft too many gets her arrested, her only means of escape lies with a dead
man. Charlie hasn't raised a spirit since she first discovered she could do so five years ago.
That time, her father banished her. This time, she brings even more trouble upon
herself.People are now hunting Charlie all over London, but only one man succeeds in
capturing her. Lincoln Fitzroy is the mysterious head of a secret organization on the trail of a
madman who needs a necromancer to control his newly "made" creatures. There was only one
known necromancer in the world - Charlotte - but now there appears to be two. Lincoln
captures the willful Charlie in the hopes the boy will lead him to Charlotte. But what happens
when he discovers the boy is in fact the young woman he's been searching for all along? And
will she agree to work for the man who held her against her will, and for an organization she
doesn't trust? Because Lincoln and his ministry might be just as dangerous as the madman
they're hunting.

Intellectual Impostures
Place and date of manufacture taken from end of work and may differ between printings.

The Mapmaker's Apprentice
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4 novels. 4 series beginnings. Magic and Mystery is a collection of the first books in four
different series written by C.J. Archer. Each novel is intended to give you an introduction to
fascinating new stories featuring magical fantasy, puzzling mysteries, enigmatic heroes and
independent heroines. Hopefully you will find a brand new series to start (or maybe four!) The
Watchmaker's Daughter (Glass and Steele book 1) India Steele is desperate. Her father is
dead, her fiancé took her inheritance, and the only person who'll employ her is a mysterious
man from America. A man who possesses a watch that keeps him alive. The Last
Necromancer (The Ministry of Curiosities book 1) A waif, her kidnapper, and a twist you won't
see coming. Charlie is being hunted for her dark magic, but only one man succeeds in
capturing her. A man known as Death, as compelling as he is frightening. The Palace of Lost
Memories (After the Rift book 1) The king's magnificent palace was built in a matter of weeks.
No one saw the builders and no villagers are allowed beyond the gilded gate until a
noblewoman is poisoned. The village doctor and his daughter, Josie, are allowed inside, but
Josie soon learns the palace won't surrender its secrets easily, for not a single resident has a
memory from before the palace existed. The Wrong Girl (The 1st Freak House book 1) It's
customary for Gothic novels to include a mysterious girl locked in the attic. Hannah just wishes
she wasn't that girl. As a narcoleptic with a strange affliction, Hannah knows she's lucky to
have a roof over her head. Yet freedom is something she longs for. She did not, however, want
her freedom to arrive in the form of abduction. Especially when she realizes her kidnappers got
the wrong girl. KEYWORDS: Anthology, free boxed set, box set, series, fantasy, fantasy
romance, steampunk, gaslamp fantasy, Victorian romance, romantic fantasy, paranormal
romance, bundle, bundled ebooks, free books, collection

The Map of Salt and Stars
A USA TODAY BESTSELLER The JACK REACHER Cases: Book Four. A man, barely alive
and beaten within an inch of his life, collapses at Michael Tallon's door. He dies before Tallon
has a chance to learn anything from him. The only clue? A crumpled piece of paper, covered in
the dead man's blood, with two words: Operation Reacher. Intrigued, Tallon searches his
memory and soon realizes he knew the man. A former soldier. His investigation leads him to
the Outer Banks of North Carolina where it's clear the people responsible for his friend's death
want the case to go away, and Tallon with it. Forever. "Ames is a sensation among readers
who love fast-paced thrillers." -MysteryTribune

After Midnight
This open access book explores commentaries on an influential text of pre-Copernican
astronomy in Europe. It features essays that take a close look at key intellectuals and how they
engaged with the main ideas of this qualitative introduction to geocentric cosmology. Johannes
de Sacrobosco compiled his Tractatus de sphaera during the thirteenth century in the frame of
his teaching activities at the then recently founded University of Paris. It soon became a
mandatory text all over Europe. As a result, a tradition of commentaries to the text was soon
established and flourished until the second half of the 17th century. Here, readers will find an
informative overview of these commentaries complete with a rich context. The essays explore
the educational and social backgrounds of the writers. They also detail how their careers
developed after the publication of their commentaries, the institutions and patrons they were
affiliated with, what their agenda was, and whether and how they actually accomplished it. The
editor of this collection considers these scientific commentaries as genuine scientific works.
The contributors investigate them here not only in reference to the work on which it comments
but also, and especially, as independent scientific contributions that are socially, institutionally,
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and intellectually contextualized around their authors.

The Toymaker's Apprentice
Time is running out for Hannah. With her life hanging by a thread and Tate trying to kidnap her,
she finds help in an unusual quarter - the man who put the narcoleptic memory block on her as
a child. Yet the powerful hypnotist may not be all that he seems. It's difficult to trust a man who
regularly hypnotizes his wife against her wishes, and who is much too interested in Jack's
unnatural abilities. With so much at stake, the last thing Hannah and Jack need is to be apart.
Yet they cannot touch each other if they want to stay alive. This thrilling conclusion to the 1st
Freak House Trilogy will take you on an emotional roller coaster with twists, turns, highs and
lows that will leave you gasping for breath.

Endymion Spring
Evaline Stoker and Mina Holmes never meant to get into the family business. But when you're
the sister of Bram and the niece of Sherlock, vampire hunting and mystery solving are in your
blood, so to speak. After the Affair of the Clockwork Scarab, Evaline Stoker and Mina Holmes
are eager to help Princess Alix with a new case. Seventeen-year-old Willa Aston is obsessed
with spiritual mediums, convinced she is speaking with her mother from beyond the grave.
What seems like a case of spiritualist fraud quickly devolves into something far more
menacing: someone is trying to make Willa appear lunatic using an innocent-looking spiritglass
to control her. The list of clues piles up: an unexpected murder, a gang of pickpockets, and the
return of vampires to London. But are these events connected? As Uncle Sherlock would say,
there are no coincidences. It will take all of Mina's wit and Evaline's muscle to keep London's
sinister underground at bay. Includes bonus material! - Sneak peek chapter from the next book
in the Stoker and Holmes series The Chess Queen Enigma by Colleen Gleason

The Red
Would you rather sacrifice your livelihood, your lover, or your life? When the Black Death
comes knocking on your door, you'd better decide quickly. ERIC HOFFER GRAND PRIZE
FINALIST EDITOR'S CHOICE, HISTORICAL NOVELS REVIEW Venice, 1510. Maria Bartolini
wants nothing more than to carry on her father’s legacy as a master gilder. Instead, her father
has sent her away from the only home she’s ever known to train as an apprentice to Master
Trevisan, a renowned painter. Maria arranges to leave the painter’s workshop to return to her
family workshop and to a secret lover waiting for her back home. But the encroaching Black
Death foils her plans When the painter’s servants uncover the real reason why Maria has
been sent away to train with Master Trevisan, they threaten to reveal a secret that could tear
down her family and the future of their trade. She is forced to buy the servants’ silence, but as
their greed steadily grows, Maria resorts to more desperate measures. She questions whether
her heart’s desire is worth risking her family, her trade, and her future, but Maria’s sacrifices
may amount to nothing if the plague arrives on her father’s doorstep and steals away
everything she’s ever loved From the author of the award-winning The Gondola Maker comes
a rich tale of Renaissance Venice, a heroine with a lust for life, and love against all odds. Buy
The Painter’s Apprentice today to transport yourself to the vibrant and dangerous world of
16th-century Venice

The Magician's Diary
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"The alternate domination of one faction over another, natural to party dissensionis itself a
frightful despotism." -- George Washington George Washington's nightmare has been realized.
Despite his warning about the negative effects of party loyalties, the U.S. government has
become paralyzed by partisanship, allowing national challenges to go unaddressed. As an
independent candidate for U.S. Senate in 2018, Neal Simon witnessed the destructive nature
of modern American politics. He experienced firsthand the perverse incentives that push
candidates and lawmakers to ideological extremes. He watched as party leaders resisted
pragmatic solutions to our nation's problems. He saw politicians prioritize loyalty to their party
bases over progress for the American people. In this comprehensive analysis of United States
politics, Simon shows how degradations in party primaries, campaign finances, and election
rules have caused American self-government to collapse into gridlock and divisiveness.
However, the American promise is so much greater. As the first U.S. president noted in his
famed address, "The basis of our political systems is the right of the people to make and to
alter their constitutions of government." Capitalizing on personal insight derived from Simon's
political campaign along with extensive research, Contract to Unite America provides specific,
practical solutions for an improved government and a better tomorrow.

The Châtelet Apprentice: Nicolas Le Floch Investigation #1
Entering British-occupied Palestine in 1918, Mary Russell and Sherlock Holmes soon find
themselves engaged in a desperate mission for His Majesty's government, accompanied by
two mysterious Arab figures and pursued by murderous strangers.

The Jack Reacher Cases (The Last Man To Murder)
When the clock strikes midnight, dark spirits rise…. Lose yourself in a collection of nine
spellbinding novels from NY Times, USA Today, and national bestselling authors! Demons and
vampires come alive in these pages, creeping out after midnight along with shifters, fae,
witches, and other denizens of the dark. This boxed set will enchant you from the very first
page! After Midnight includes these nine full-length paranormal romance and urban fantasy
novels: Unquiet Souls (Project Demon Hunters: Book One) - Christine Pope Misbegotten (L.A.
Nocturne: Book One) - Kat Parrish Soul Marked (I Bring the Fire: Part Seven) - C. Gockel Dark
Descent (The Arondight Codex: Book One) - Nicole R. Taylor Reborn in Fire (Untamed
Elements: Book One) - Kasey Mackenzie Sacrificed in Shadow (The Ascension Series: Book
One) - SM Reine Shoot the Messenger (Messenger Chronicles: Book One) - Pippa DaCosta
Deadline (Blood Trails: Book One) - Jennifer Blackstream Beyond the Night (The Heroes of
New Vegas: Book One) - Colleen Gleason keywords: witch, warlock, wizard, demon, devil,
demonic, fae, fairy, faery, vampire, undead, shifter, werewolf, psychic, telepath, paranormal,
television show, reality TV

The Apothecary's Poison
A sordid scandal rocks the Glass household and threatens to ruin Matt's family unless he can
suppress it. But after word gets out, and a rare magical coronet is stolen, he and India find
themselves scrambling to recover the heirloom and suppress the gossip before reputations are
ruined. To make matters worse, someone is sending threatening letters to the magicians of
London, stirring up trouble between the artless and magicians. Tensions are rising, but India
and Matt choose not to investigate - until the author of the letters is assaulted. As if they don't
have enough on their plate, Willie is jailed. The reason for her arrest is…complicated.
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Pas de Deux
An Economist Book of the Year An October 2014 Indie Next Pick An enthralling literary debut
that evokes one of the most momentous events in history, the birth of printing in medieval
Germany—a story of invention, intrigue and betrayal Youthful, ambitious Peter Schoeffer is on
the verge of professional success as a scribe in Paris when his foster father, the wealthy
merchant and bookseller Johann Fust, summons him home to corrupt, feud-plagued Mainz to
meet “a most amazing man.” Johann Gutenberg, a driven and caustic inventor, has devised a
revolutionary—and to some, blasphemous—method of bookmaking: a machine he calls a
printing press. Fust is financing Gutenberg’s workshop, and he orders Peter to become
Gutenberg’s apprentice. Resentful at having to abandon a prestigious career as a scribe,
Peter begins his education in the “darkest art.” As his skill grows, so, too, does his admiration
for Gutenberg and his dedication to their daring venture: printing copies of the Holy Bible. But
when outside forces align against them, Peter finds himself torn between two father figures—the
generous Fust and the brilliant, mercurial Gutenberg, who inspires Peter to achieve his own
mastery. Caught between the genius and the merchant, the old ways and the new, Peter and
the men he admires must work together to prevail against overwhelming obstacles—a battle
that will change history . . . and irrevocably transform them all.

The Door at the Top of the Stairs
Lights. Camera. Inaction. Ivy Wilde, the laziest witch in the West, is still entangled with the
Hallowed Order of Magical Enlightenment. That's not a bad thing, however, because it gives
her plenty of excuses to spend more time with sapphire eyed Raphael Winter, her supposed
nemesis. And when he comes knocking because he needs her to spy on the latest series of
Enchantment, she jumps at the chance. Hanging around a film set can't be hard or dangerous
right?

Gutenberg's Apprentice
Sophia Tims comes from a family of explorers and cartologers who, for generations, have been
traveling and mapping the New World, a world changed by the Great Disruption of 1799, when
all the continents were flung into different time periods. Life wi

The Map of Salt and Stars
USA TODAY BESTSELLER When an apprentice from the Mapmakers' Guild goes missing,
Matt and India are employed to find him. Going undercover as a married couple, they discover
that not everyone at the guild is what they seem, and the lad's unearthly maps caused
jealousy, suspicion and fear. With one of the apprentice's magic maps in their possession,
India and Matt must use their wits and India's fledgling, untried magic to find him. But the more
they investigate, the more sinister plots they uncover, including a link between the Mapmakers'
and Watchmakers' Guilds, and an ancient magical treasure buried beneath the streets of
London. As the net of suspicion widens and enemies draw closer, it's not just the apprentice's
life that's in danger, but Matt's too. Someone will go to great lengths to prevent him discovering
the name of the man who can fix the watch keeping him alive. Great lengths indeed.

Ranger's Apprentice The Royal Ranger 4: The Missing Prince
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A USA Today Bestseller. India and Matt thought all their problems would come to an end once
they found Chronos. But the watch magician brings with him as many questions as answers,
and a load of trouble. To fix Matt's magic watch, they must find an old diary that once belonged
to a doctor magician murdered decades ago. The hunt drags them into a sordid mystery
involving two of London's craft guilds. With old and new enemies determined to stop them, and
long-held secrets unearthed, Matt and India must work together better than ever. But as the
reason for India's strangely strong magic is revealed, she wants to draw other magicians into
the open, while Matt wants to hide magic to keep her safe. Her plan backfires. His plan
shatters. And danger comes to their door.

Been Here All Along
This boxed set contains 3 books in the USA Today bestselling GLASS AND STEELE series:
The Watchmaker's Daughter The Mapmaker's Apprentice The Apothecary's Poison "What an
absolutely fun read! This story had me captivated from beginning to end" 5 stars from
Tjuliannev "A plot that works on all cylinders, a sassy heroine, a hero with some moralsThis
author knows how to write." 5 stars from Theresa May "If you want a story with tension and
mystery, this is a must read." 5 stars from Liz McCutcheon India Steele is desperate. Her
father is dead, her fiancé took her inheritance, and no one will employ her, despite years
working for her watchmaker father. Indeed, the other London watchmakers seem frightened of
her. Alone, poor, and at the end of her tether, India takes employment with the only person
who’ll accept her – an enigmatic and mysterious man from America. A man who possesses a
strange watch that rejuvenates him when he’s ill. Matthew Glass must find a particular
watchmaker, but he won’t tell India why any old one won’t do. Nor will he tell her what he
does back home, and how he can afford to stay in a house in one of London’s best streets. So
when she reads about an American outlaw known as the Dark Rider arriving in England, she
suspects Mr. Glass is the fugitive. When danger comes to their door, she’s certain of it. But if
she notifies the authorities, she’ll find herself unemployed and homeless again – and she will
have betrayed the man who saved her life. With a cast of quirky characters, an intriguing
mystery, and a dash of romance, this thrilling historical fantasy series will keep you turning the
pages.

Glass and Steele Boxed Set: Books 1-3
A young witch emerges from a curse to find her world upended in this gripping fantasy of
betrayal, vengeance, and self-discovery set in turn-of-the-century France. For centuries, the
vineyards at Château Renard have depended on the talent of their vine witches, whose spells
help create the world-renowned wine of the Chanceaux Valley. Then the skill of divining
harvests fell into ruin when sorcière Elena Boureanu was blindsided by a curse. Now, after
breaking the spell that confined her to the shallows of a marshland and weakened her magic,
Elena is struggling to return to her former life. And the vineyard she was destined to inherit is
now in the possession of a handsome stranger. Vigneron Jean-Paul Martel naively favors
science over superstition, and he certainly doesn't endorse the locals' belief in witches. But
Elena knows a hex when she sees one, and the vineyard is covered in them. To stay on and
help the vines recover, she'll have to hide her true identity, along with her plans for revenge
against whoever stole seven winters of her life. And she won't rest until she can defy the evil
powers that are still a threat to herself, Jean-Paul, and the ancient vine-witch legacy in the
rolling hills of the Chanceaux Valley.
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Magic and Mystery: Free Series Starter Boxed Set
In the underground city of Caverna, the world’s most skilled craftsmen toil in the darkness to
create delicacies beyond compare—wines that remove memories, cheeses that make you
hallucinate, and perfumes that convince you to trust the wearer, even as they slit your throat.
On the surface, the people of Caverna seem ordinary, except for one thing: their faces are as
blank as untouched snow. Expressions must be learned, and only the famous Facesmiths can
teach a person to express (or fake) joy, despair, or fear—at a steep price. Into this dark and
distrustful world comes Neverfell, a girl with no memory of her past and a face so terrifying to
those around her that she must wear a mask at all times. Neverfell's expressions are as varied
and dynamic as those of the most skilled Facesmiths, except hers are entirely genuine. And
that makes her very dangerous indeed . . .

The Master's Apprentice
King Philippe of Gallica appeals to King Duncan for help. His son is being held hostage by a
power-hungry baron, and Philippe wants Duncan to send a Ranger to rescue the boy. Will and
Maddie are perfect for the task. Travelling as father and daughter to allay suspicion, they will
pose as entertainers to infiltrate the Chateau des Falaises, where the prince is being held. But
travelling through Gallica has its own risks: armed bandits, wild weather and even a mysterious
follower all have to be faced and overcome. Will they ever find the prince? And if they do, how
will they rescue him from the evil Baron Lassigny?

The Watchmaker's Daughter
The Apprentice by Lewis Libby takes place in a remote mountain inn in northernmost Japan,
where a raging blizzard has brought together wayfarers who share only fear and suspicion of
one another. It is the winter of 1903, the country is beset with smallpox and war is brewing with
Russia. In the flickering shadows of the crowded room, the apprentice, charged with running
the inn during the owner's absence, finds himself strongly attracted to one of the performers
lodged there. His involvement with the mysterious travelers plunges him headlong into murder,
passion and heart-stopping chases through the snow.

Contract to Unite America
To investigate the source of gossip about Cyclops, Willie does the unthinkable – she dons a
dress. However her plan goes awry when she’s kidnapped by a disgruntled magician with the
power to detonate gunpowder at will. The magician forces India and Matt to race all over
London in the hunt for her before the bombs go off. Meanwhile, powerful members of the
Collectors Club are trying to find out what new spell India has created with Fabian, and with
India’s attention focused elsewhere, they might just succeed.

O Jerusalem
Davies examines how Renaissance illustrated maps shaped ideas about peoples of the
Americas, revealing relationships between civility, savagery and monstrosity.

The Kidnapper's Accomplice
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The Last Necromancer
Thirteen-year-old Sophia Tims, with her friend Theo, continues to search for her parents,
explorers who have vanished as the borders shift within a world transformed by the Great
Disruption of 1799.

The Apprentice
Gideon always has a plan. It includes running for class president, becoming head of the
yearbook committee, and having his choice of colleges. It does NOT include falling head over
heels for his best friend, Kyle. It’s a distraction, it’s pointless—Kyle is already dating the head
cheerleader, Ruby—and Gideon doesn’t know what to do. Kyle finally feels like he has a handle
on life. He has a wonderful girlfriend, a best friend willing to debate the finer points of Lord of
the Rings, and social acceptance as captain of the basketball team. So when both Ruby and
Gideon start acting really weird, just as his spot on the team is threatened, Kyle can’t quite
figure out what he did wrong. Sandy Hall, the author of A Little Something Different, is back
with her signature wit in this quirky and heartfelt LGBT YA novel.

The Charmer
Journeyman toymaker Stefan Drosselmeyer is recruited by his mysterious cousin, Christian, to
find a mythical nut that will save Boldavia's princess and his own kidnapped father from a
fanatical Mouse Queen and her seven-headed Mouse Prince, who have sworn to destroy the
Drosselmeyer family.

The Spiritglass Charade
Undercover officer Jesse Shaunessy is kidnapped and tortured, then thrown away by her
department as damaged goods. Insanity, friendship, and redemption are all possibilities
dependent upon one choice, one gamble, and two determined women who must risk
everything to save one lost soul.

De Sphaera of Johannes de Sacrobosco in the Early Modern Period
India's study into the language of spells is interrupted by the arrest of her teacher. But the
powerful magician escapes and is implicated in a murder.

A Face Like Glass
When Intellectual Impostures was published in France, it sent shock waves through the Left
Bank establishment. When it was published in Britain, it provoked impassioned debate. Sokal
and Bricmont examine the canon of French postmodernists - Lacan, Kristeva, Baudrillard,
Irigaray, Latour, Virilio, Deleuze and Guattari - and systematically expose their abuse of
science. This edition contains a new preface analysing the reactions to the book and
answering some of the attacks.

Renaissance Ethnography and the Invention of the Human
France 1761. Beyond the glittering court of Louis XV and Madame de Pompadour at
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Versailles, lies Paris, a capital in the grip of crime and immorality A police officer disappears
and Nicolas Le Floch, a young recruit to the force, is instructed to find him. When unidentified
human remains suddenly come to light, he seems to have a murder investigation on his hands.
As the city descends into Carnival debauchery, Le Floch will need all his skill, courage and
integrity to unravel a mystery which threatens to implicate the highest in the land.
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